About Us
When you want to learn the language, memorizing is just not enough, and our founders —Michal
and Katarzyna Suchozebrska – know that perfectly well. They come from two separate countries:
Katarzyna is Belarusian, and Michal is Polish, but different cultural background didn’t stop them
from creating one of the best language schools in Warsaw — Together. Polish is a beautiful
language, and to completely master it you need to love it like our founders do. But without the
knowledge of culture, traditions and history of the country, you can’t get immmerse into it and
become a normal member of the Polish society, and that’s exactly who we want you to be. If you
want to succeed in Poland, you need to make yourself at home. The main purpose of Together
staff is to be there with every student from their first attempts at learning Polish till they enter
university and find the job or whatever they want to do. And we are not talking only about teachers
who do their best to help students start speaking Polish. We mean our founders, administrators,
managers and others who always show their professional attitude and individual approach to every
person who wants to join our language school. It’s not just another school that treats people like
clients — it’s a family that gladly greets every new member. We first opened our doors in 2011 with
hopes to help other people settle down in Poland as well as do what we love most — teach the
language. Now, it is safe to say that we have lived up to our hopes because hundreds of our
graduates regularly say how grateful they are for the chance to successfully study and work here,
in the country they live in and love.
So, if you feel that Poland is a place you wish to build your future in, we welcome you into our big
family and are always ready to help.

Our Mission
No language school can be built without a mission, and we are not an exception: we work to help
you make your home in Poland. And, as it’s not possible without knowing Polish, we are your point
of contact. But that’s not all that we provide you with: as a part of our mission we lend you a hand
in getting a study visa and filing the documents for Karta Pobytu (a temporary residence permit).
This way you can legally stay in Poland and feel safe.
If this is something you are looking for, join our School of polish language Together and get:
exhaustive information about language programs that fit all interests and preferences;
expert opinion and advice on what is better to choose;
flexible lesson schedule;
an opportunity to learn from experienced professional teachers and Polish native speakers;
a chance to meet new friends and valuable connections;
moral support;
a possibility to attend additional tours and events that will allow you to explore Poland from
different perspectives.
But these are not all the benefits you get after joining Together. All students discover something
new and different for themselves, as our language school is a point where various cultures and
experiences meet and interact. But what’s the point of talking about it? Come and see it for
yourself.

Our Plans
In Together language school we work hard to give you the chance to study interesting and useful
information in the way that works best for you. That’s why we experiment a lot, try different
methods of teaching, and develop the individual approach we have been talking about. Besides,
we have pretty ambitious plans for the nearest future.

International Relations
It doesn’t matter where you come from. If you want to learn the language and get to know Poland,
Together is the right place to go. We welcome everyone who loves studying and experiencing new
emotions, because living in a foreign country is really what this is all about. What’s more, joining
our language school you will not only see the Polish culture as it is, but also meet tons of new
people from different countries. It means that you’ll be able to learn way more than just the Polish
language, and isn’t that just amazing?

Our Values
To be truly honest with you, at the very beginning of Together we didn’t think about making a list of
values like all other companies did because we knew what we wanted to create and that was
enough. But now, when our family has become “slightly” bigger, we’ve figured out that it’s
necessary to show people on what principles our language school was built to make clear what
you get after joining us:
tolerance and mutual respect: Together is a meetup of many various nationalities, cultures
and mentalities that must be treated with due polite attitude;
openness: you need to be frank and responsive if you want to learn Polish and understand
the culture, and especially if you’d like to become “natural” in Poland;
the importance of family and comfort: we are not just a faceless company with workers and
clients; Together is a family and you’ll feel it the moment you join us;
love for life: we like to smile and get pleasure from our lives. So, if you need someone to not
only teach you Polish, but also cheer you up, Together is a place to go. If you are already like us,
then welcome on board!

Contact us!
If you need any additional information about our courses, call us or write at biuro@togetherschool.pl. We will answer all your questions.
ul. Kępna 17a lok. 1
03-721 Warszawa Poland
+48 22 111 50 64
+48 730 954 779
+48 505 414 887
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